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Like the Totoro book, the Ponyo book is a great book and tremendous value. It follows the movie storyline and
a good majority of the dialogue. The pictures are awesome, and if you know anything about Ghibli/Miyazaki
films, the animation is super detailed and beautiful, particularly paying lots of respect and attention to nature.
Ponyo on the Cliff by the Sea, loosely based on Hans Christian Andersen's The Little Mermaid, is a hand-drawn
feature-length film. The art of the film involves not only cel, but also striking watercolor and pastel concept
sketches and layout pages. Interviews with productiin principals about their daring choice to hand draw a film in
the age of CGI and the screenplay complete the package.
Like the Totoro book, the Ponyo book is a great book and tremendous value. It follows the movie storyline and
a good majority of the dialogue. The pictures are awesome, and if you know anything about Ghibli/Miyazaki
films, the animation is super detailed and beautiful, particularly paying lots of respect and attention to nature.
Ponyo Picture Book (PONYO ON THE CLIFF) Hayao Miyazaki Visiting a brick and mortar library is no
longer necessary if you need a novel to read during your daily commute, a short stories collection for your
school essay or a handbook for your next project.
Bücher (Fremdsprachig) Wählen Sie die Abteilung aus, in der Sie suchen möchten.
"a picture book". Anyone who has seen the movie should really consider ordering the book - it is just as magical
as the movie! A wonderful book full of beautiful illustrations that any child who has fallen in love with the
"Ponyo"
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Like the Totoro book, the Ponyo book is a great book and tremendous value. It follows the movie storyline and
a good majority of the dialogue. The pictures are awesome, and if you know anything about Ghibli/Miyazaki
films, the animation is super detailed and beautiful, particularly paying lots of respect and attention to nature.
Ponyo Picture Book by Hayao Miyazaki, 9781421530659, available at Book Depository with free delivery
worldwide.
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